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Theme: What it takes to live one's life to the fullest to the very end. 
 

Synopsis: A recently divorced American professor arrives in Stornoway on the Isle of Lewis of Scotland and almost immediately begins to upend the life 
of a recently widowed man and his family. Through a supernatural faculty not uncommon in this part of the world, a connection between the 
two men is revealed that will set both on a path neither could have anticipated. Along the way, this family and this foreigner will experience 
and confront what it means to engage in life to the very end. It is a story of the twists and turns and unexpected joy life can hand us, if only 
we allow ourselves to go on an adventure, at any age, for any reason, large or small. 
 

Protagonist: Martin Laidlaw. With his wife's death, he believes life is over for him. He is grappling with both his grief and the loneliness that lies ahead for 
him for the remainder of his life. 
 
What is Martin's goal?  
Find a way to surrender to the inevitable downward trajectory of his life. 
 

Antagonist(s): Primary Antagonists: 
Brighid MacKenzie. Will not allow her father to die a slow death. Looks for every opportunity to help him engage in life. 

 
What is Brighid's goal? 
Do whatever she can to ensure she doesn't lose her father to despair and resignation. 

 
Rob Armstrong. Sought out a divorce from his husband in order to try to reclaim his authentic self. Believes in living life as an adventure and 
taking risks. He is focused on living life as fully as long as he can. 

 
What is Rob's goal? 
Live his life to the fullest as long as he is able to and be open to new experiences. 

 
Secondary Antagonists: 
Quinn Laidlaw. In the sense that his "second sight" uncovers the connection between Martin and Rob and starts the ball rolling. 

 
Martin Laidlaw. Martin is his own antagonist in that the major locus of conflict is within himself; whether or not he is capable and/or 
desirous of living openly and authentically. 

 
 

Locations: Isle of Lewis and Harris and Murrayfield Edinburgh. 
 

Symbolic 
themes: 

• human connection through hand holding 

• the historical association of the name Brighid with midwifery to symbolize the daughter's role in the "re-birthing" of her father 
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• the historical association of family names Laidlaw and Armstrong with the Borders area of Scotland and not the Western Isles to symbolize 
a degree of outsider status to Martin and Rob 

• the symbolism of Quinn's letter to Scottish Rugby fans at the conclusion of the story, evoking images of Cottar's Saturday Night and the 
strength of the Scottish family 
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Scene 

# 
Duration Scene  Establishes 

1 3:45 [Location: Sandwick Cemetery, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, Scotland]  
 
Several cars pulling into entrance area of old cemetery with the gate closed. 
One person goes to the gate and opens it. A family (older father, two sets of 
couples, young girl, young boy) exit cars and gather together near open gate 
and appear to be waiting for something. Skippinish's "Màili Dhonn" begins on 
the beat of one of car doors slamming shut. 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9LzFWSeLKU) 
 
Horse drawn cart containing a casket pulls up to entrance to cemetery, travels 
past the assembled family and stops just before entering the cemetery. Family 
positions itself behind the cart. Grandfather holding the hands of his 
grandchildren on either side of him. Song continues. Funeral procession goes 
past tombstones of Iolaire dead (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMY_Iolaire). 
Scene continues to gravesite and service. Family stays behind after service to 
watch workers lower the casket in ground and cover with dirt, each holding the 
hand of one of the family members. 
 

The story begins with an 
ending within the context 
of community. 
 
There has been a death in 
the family, most likely the 
mother since there is no 
one in the family group 
that looks like a mother of 
a certain age. 
 
The funeral procession 
echoes back to history and 
a rural tradition. 
 
History (in the images of 
Iolaire deaths) is never far 
removed. 

2 :30 [Martin's home] 
Martin in his kitchen, by himself, house is eerily quiet (can hear clock ticking), he 
is making himself some sort of sandwich/beverage, sits at the table and stares 
into space. 

Martin is alone, probably 
for the first time in a very 
long while. 

3 :30 [Social event room] 
Retirement party for Martin due to his age. Martin is forcing his excitement of 
being retired. 

Another ending for Martin 
on top of his wife's death. 

4 :45 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner and it is a lively family (two couples, young girl, young boy) and 
Martin is paying attention to what everyone is saying but is not fully engaged by 
contributing. It is noticeable to his Malcolm (his son) and Brighid (his daughter). 

Martin has a family 
support system but is lost 
in his thoughts and 
grieving. 

5 :30 [Martin's home] 
Martin alone in his house, puts in a CD in his TV player. It's a home-made 
highlight film for he and his wife's 35th anniversary. 

He is lost without his wife. 

6 :30 [Home of Martin's friends] 
Dinner party, Martin is the only single person, creating an odd number at the 
table. 

He no longer fits in since 
his wife's death. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9LzFWSeLKU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMY_Iolaire
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7 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Martin enters kitchen, unannounced in the morning hours, Mairi getting ready 
for school. Martin is there to walk her to school. Mairi indicates she's old 
enough to do so herself (which she is) and leaves for school. 
Brighid mentions that she ran into Colin MacLeod (Martin's closest friend in 
town and peer) and that he mentioned Martin had declined a dinner party 
invitation because he wasn't feeling well. She asks if he is alright. He confesses 
he declined the invitation because he finds it more painful to be the single 
person in the group than to sit at home by himself. Brighid expresses her worry 
about him to him. 

Another thing ending for 
Martin, his grandchild's 
dependence on him. 
 
Martin is close to his 
family and at least one 
member is worried about 
his state of mind. 

8 1:30 [Church interior] 
Martin participating in Gaelic psalm singing. 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txIx9b07RhY) 
 
Psalm 46, verses 1 and 2 
God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble. Therefore we 
will not fear, though the earth give way and the mountains fall into the heart of 
the sea. 
 
After service, Colin MacLeod asks a favor of Martin if he would meet a visiting 
professor from US on sabbatical at the ferry and be sure he gets to his 
accommodation without issue. Colin shares that the professor is a 
"geomythographer" and Martin is annoyed by the degree of specialty in 
American universities. Colin notes "he's apparently well regarded by some of 
our faculty" (Lews Castle College UHI) 

He is somewhat of a 
spiritual man who is trying 
to find solace wherever he 
can. 
 
An outsider will soon be 
arriving and Martin is 
already pigeon holing him. 

9 1:00 [Stornoway ferry pier] 
Martin at the ferry pier. Has a vague idea of what this guy (Rob Armstrong) 
looks like. People are coming off the pier. Martin sees Rob walking off the ferry, 
prepares to say hello and Rob walks by as if he wasn't expecting anyone to be 
waiting for him. Martin follows after him, calls out Professor Armstrong, Rob 
turns around and Martin introduces himself and explains Colin's request. Rob is 
about the same age as Martin, good enough looking guy. Rob tells Martin that 
he is headed to the car rental agency a few blocks from the ferry. Martin says 
he'll go along to make sure everything goes OK, wants to tell his friend Colin that 
Rob was given a proper island welcome. Off they go to the car rental agency. 

Martin and Rob have met 
and Rob isn't your average 
looking 60 year old guy. 

10 1:00 [Car rental agency] 
They walk to car rental agency and enter. Martin finds out how much Rob is 
paying to rental car for the extended time on the island for his sabbatical and 
insists that it is too much to pay and offers to drive him around the island to 
where he needs to go himself. "You can pay me." Rob hesitantly agrees but 

Martin and Rob will be 
spending significant time 
together. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txIx9b07RhY
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points out, "if you're going to be a chauffeur, you're going to need a better 
name sign for when they come off the ferry." They leave the rental agency, head 
to Martin's car to head to Rob's accommodations. 

11 1:00 [Martin's car] 
In Martin's car, driving to Rob's accommodations. Martin strikes up the 
conversation, asking about his plans for his sabbatical, how long he'll be here, 
where he is from in the US. Rob replies with teaching at the UHI and conducting 
research (field and documents); just this upcoming term; Texas but raised in 
Michigan. Martin asks how he was able to convince his wife to let him go on this 
sabbatical. Rob replies he's not married, recently divorced. Kids? No kids. 

We know more about Rob. 

12 1:00 [Rob's accommodations] 
They arrive at Rob's accommodations. Martin knows the proprietor, they chat a 
bit, he introduces Rob to the proprietor. Before entering the establishment, Rob 
turns to Martin and says "so there's something I need to tell you since we will be 
spending time together. Tells Martin that he wasn't married to a woman, he had 
been married to a man and they had been together for close to 20 years when 
Rob asked for a divorce. Rob asks if this is going to make things uncomfortable, 
that he is fine with going back and renting the car. Martin hesitates while he 
takes it all in, was surprised by both Rob's news and his directness. Tells Rob, no, 
this won't be a problem. Confirm plans for the next day to go out to Callanish 
for field work. 

Rob is gay and Martin is 
not put off by it. 

13 1:00 [Moira & Malcolm's home] 
Martin visiting that night, speaking with his Moira, mentions how he spent his 
day with Rob. Says he's going to drive him around the island, "better he pay me 
than the car rental service." Mentions he is a geomythographer. Quinn 
overhears the conversation and is super excited to meet Rob (Quinn is a geology 
nerd kid) 

Someone in the family 
(Quinn) is excited to meet 
Rob. 

 14 minutes We have all the major players.  

14 1:00 [Moira & Malcolm's home] 
Morning of field study with Martin and Rob. Martin enters house -- Quinn not 
feeling well -- feels nauseous. Moira can't miss work. Can Martin stay with him 
today? Martin says he will need to call Rob and cancel (not happy with the idea). 
Calls Rob, Rob understands, Moira leaves for work. 1/2 hour later, Quinn walks 
up to chair where Martin is reading and says he's feeling much better and wants 
to join them on field trip. There is an understanding between Martin and Quinn. 
Martin calls up Rob, "apparently the lad has made a miraculous recovery. Can 
we pick you up in 10 minutes?" 

Quinn is willing to do what 
he needs to do to pursue 
his interests. 
 
Rob, Martin, and Quinn 
will be spending time 
together. 

15 1:00 [Field location on Isle of Lewis - Callanish 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Callanish_Stones] 

An independent 
observation of a 
subconscious connection 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Callanish_Stones
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Martin, Rob and Quinn. As they get out of the car and head to the site, Quinn 
instinctively reaches out to take Martin's hand and then does the same with 
Rob, who is pleasantly surprised and they walk together, the three of them, 
hand-in-hand, to the site. Quinn's facial expression indicates some sort of 
energy between Martin and Rob has passed through Quinn. 

between Martin and Rob is 
established. 

16 1:00 [Martin's car] 
On the ride back into town. Martin finally asks Rob, "what is a 
geomythographer, anyway?" Rob answers,  the geo refers to geology and 
geography. Take Callanish for example. Those slabs are made of gneiss, some of 
the oldest rocks on the earth. But they were built in a particular location for a 
particular reason. How would Callanish have turned out differently if something 
softer than gneiss was the predominant rock in that part of the island? And then 
myth refers to mythos, which is a fancy word for storytelling. So when you put it 
all together, I study and write about the stories we tell ourselves about our 
relationship with our land. I admit I made it up and why not? It turns out the guy 
who wrote all the rules is dead. And he left the pen to me, and you. Write your 
own rules. 

Rob looks at things 
differently and is willing to 
follow his own rules. 
 
Belief of you can write 
your own rules. 

17 :45 [Moira & Malcolm's home] 
That night, Malcolm asks Quinn how he's feeling. Confesses to his dad he 
wanted to stay home from school to go with his grandfather and Rob on the 
field trip and it was great fun. Malcolm gives Quinn some ribbing but was OK 
with the lie. Quinn tells Malcolm that Martin likes Rob. Dad asks him more 
about that. Quinn shares the experience of the energy passing through him 
between the Martin and Rob. "It felt like what I feel when I hold yours and 
mum's hands." Dad starts to clue in. 

Someone other than 
Quinn in the family is 
aware that there may be a 
connection/attraction 
between Martin and Rob. 

18 :45 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Malcolm tells Brighid what Quinn told him. Both respect Quinn's gift of second 
sight and they agree they need a second confirmation. They start to scheme. 

Family members now 
know there is the 
possibility of a connection 
between Martin and Rob. 
They hope this means 
Martin won't be alone the 
rest of his life. 

19 1:00 [UHI - Lews Castle College classroom] 
Martin waiting outside classroom to pick Rob up. Class is over. Rob tells Martin 
he can walk back to his place from here. Martin points out he has nothing else 
to do. Martin asks about how much longer he's going to keep teaching before 
he retires. Rob talks about how he's still holding on to this last opportunity to 
feel relevant. "They have to listen to me, Martin. I'm fooling myself to think it 
can last forever. What man wants to admit the game has passed him by? All we 
know how to do is play the game so keep on playing, right? Martin mentions to 

Rob knows he will be soon 
transitioning to the next 
stage in his life and he 
knows that he will no 
longer feel relevant. 
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Rob that his daughter would like him to join the family for the Thursday weekly 
dinner. Rob agrees, says it sounds like fun. 

20 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, all family members there. Brighid purposefully puts Quinn in 
between Martin and Rob. Iain asks for everyone to grasp hands to say a blessing 
before they eat. Martin is astonished since Iain has never been religious. Iain 
says he's trying to give a good first impression to Rob. Malcom and Brighid make 
eye contact with Quinn -- his look says "I can confirm a connection." Malcolm 
and Brighid are pleased. 

Confirmation of a 
connection between Rob 
and Martin at the 
subconscious level. The 
family can act upon the 
information. 

21 :30 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Few days later, Martin visiting Brighid. Brighid mentions how nice Rob seems. 
Asks if he's married. Martin replies "no, divorced" in a tone that implies he 
doesn't want to discuss it further. Any kids? No. So are you going to take him 
down to Coileagan an Udal (https://www.visitouterhebrides.co.uk/see-and-
do/udal-peninsula-p523141) 
Might be good for you to take an overnight trip. Martin doesn't reject the idea 
out of hand. 

A reason is established for 
Rob and Martin to spend 
quality time together 
alone. 

22 1:00 [Martin's car] 
Leaving town. Rob comments this was a nice surprise but somewhat out of the 
blue. Martin confesses it wasn't his idea, it was his daughter's and when she 
gets an idea in her head, there's usually not much that gets in her way. Takes 
after her mother that way. 

Martin's life has been 
heavily influenced by 
strong women. Brighid is 
playing a key role in 
bringing Martin and Rob 
together. 

23 1:00 [Rural restaurant] 
Martin and Rob eating a meal on the way south. Rob asks about Martin's wife. 
How long were you married, how did you meet, etc? Not nosey, just showing 
interest and sympathy for his loss. Conversation leads to Martin describing his 
wife's fierce pride with being a multi-generational Lewis inhabitant. He admits 
to being a mongrel (mother from Lewis, father from the Borders). Infers his wife 
liked to be in control and not to stray too far from tradition. 

Rapport is building 
between Rob and Martin. 
Martin's marriage wasn't 
perfect. 

24 :30 [Accommodations] 
Arrival. Martin has reserved two separate singles. Host informs them that 
they've had some water damage to both units but she can offer them one room 
with two queens. Martin looks uncomfortable, Rob is trying to hide a grin at the 
phrase "two queens". Anything else available? I'm sorry, no. We'll take it then. 
(Did daughter arrange this?) 

An intimate atmosphere of 
a shared room. 

25 :30 [Guest room] 
Nighttime, each reading in own bed. Goodnight. Martin glances Rob's way. 

They have certain 
commonalities. Visual 
reminiscent of an old 
married couple. 

https://www.visitouterhebrides.co.uk/see-and-do/udal-peninsula-p523141
https://www.visitouterhebrides.co.uk/see-and-do/udal-peninsula-p523141
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26 :30 Next day: [Outdoor location - Traigh Lingegh Beach 
(https://www.visitscotland.com/info/towns-villages/traigh-lingeigh-beach-
p725031) 
Martin takes Rob to the place Fiona used to love to come to. Rob asks if this is 
Martin's favorite spot. Martin indicates no. Rob says "I'd rather see that." They 
leave. 

Martin still holds his wife 
as a major influence in his 
life even after her death. 
Rob is interested in getting 
to know Martin. 

27 :30 [Muladal, Ulabhal, Oireabhal & Cleiseabhal – North Harris] 
Martin and Rob standing at the spectacular spot, staring in awe of the grandeur. 

Transcendental moment 
for Martin and Rob. 

28 1:00 [local pub] 
That evening. Martin brings up the conversation: I don't want you to get the 
wrong impression of my wife. She was a wonderful woman, very strong, very 
loving mother, very patient of my shortcomings. I didn't always make it easy for 
her but we found a way to make it work. Rob: How so? Martin: I loved to dance 
but not her so much. Rob points to how well his family turned out as testimony 
to that. Rob: I'm sorry I never got to know her. 

Martin backpedaling 
anything negative he said 
about his wife. Her 
memory still controls his 
life. He didn't always feel 
he could live his life fully 
(dancing). 

29 2:30 [hotel room] 
1. Martin and Rob in separate beds, each reading a book. 
2. Rob says he's turning in. Martin as well so the light doesn't keep Rob up. 
3. Rob wakes up around midnight to Martin tossing and turning. What is it 
Martin? Martin tells Rob about a boy from his childhood. You remind me of him. 
My phenomenal sense of humor? No. My rugged good looks? No. My natural 
brilliance? No. Then how? How he made me feel. Rob clues in that it was a 
romantic attraction. Rob is supportive but not much can be done at this point in 
your life. Back to bed. 
4. 3:30AM (the witching hour) Martin wakes up Rob and asks if he can join him 
in bed. Yes. They spoon, Martin being little spoon. 

Martin is gay and closeted 
his entire adult life. Rob 
now knows and is the only 
person in the world who 
does know. Martin is 
hungry for the kind of 
human contact he's denied 
himself his entire life. 

30 :15 [hotel room] 
Next morning, Rob awakens, alone, Martin is not there and his bed has been 
made. Rob starts to get himself up. 

Whatever progress Martin 
made overnight may not 
be continuing in the light 
of day. 

31 :45 [dining room of hotel] 
Rob enters the breakfast room and does not see Martin. He sits down and 
begins his breakfast. Martin arrives shortly thereafter, tells Rob he went to a 
local church service. Rob indicates an interest in going some time to a service 
with Scottish Gaelic Psalm singing. Martin is a bit on edge because of the 
previous night but agrees that they can find a time for Rob to attend his church.  

Rob is not antagonistic 
towards organized 
religion. Another potential 
shared value between 
Martin and Rob is 
established. 

32 :30 [Martin's car]  
The ride home. Not much dialogue, occasional glances of the other person. Rob 
tells Martin that he will keep confidential what he shared with him last night. 

The beginnings of a 
trusting relationship 
between Martin and Rob. 

https://www.visitscotland.com/info/towns-villages/traigh-lingeigh-beach-p725031
https://www.visitscotland.com/info/towns-villages/traigh-lingeigh-beach-p725031
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Towards the end of scene Rob extends his up-turned palm and Martin takes it in 
his hand and they clasp hands in a gesture of comradery.  

33 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, all 8. Martin tells Quinn that Rob told him on their trip that he 
played rugby at university. Quinn gets very excited but is discouraged because 
he thinks he's too small to play professional rugby. Rob: use your size to your 
advantage. How? They can't tackle what they can't catch. Run fast! Quinn takes 
it in. 

Potential connection 
between Rob's background 
and outlook and Quinn's 
dream of playing 
professional rugby. 

34 :30 [market] 
Rob and Martin grocery shopping. 
Martin: why don't you take your meals at my house. I mean, lunch and dinner. 
Rob: Not breakfast? 
Martin: Uh, no, I wasn't thinking of breakfast. 
Rob: Sure. 

Half step forward for 
Martin. 

35 :30 [Martin's friends' home] 
Martin at dinner party with friends (ties back to earlier scene after his wife's 
death). This time Rob is with him. Everyone seems OK with Rob joining them. 
Martin snatches glimpses Rob's way but no eye contact made between the two. 

people are not as hung up 
about Rob's presence with 
Martin at this point 

36 :45 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner - all 8. Quinn sits between Martin and Rob. Topic comes around to 
Mairi wanting to stay up late tomorrow night because there is a high probability 
of the Northern Lights appearing. Parents aren't up for the drive out into the 
country and the late night. Rob looks at Martin, Martin indicates "go for it" and 
Rob offers to take Mairi himself. "And maybe if you ask your grandfather nicely, 
he will drive us." She does. He agrees. Quinn wants to go as well. Not this time, 
lad, this is Mairi's thing. 

Rob establishing a 
relationship with Mairi 
based on her interests. 
Rob is considerate of the 
other person's interests. 

37 1:45 [nighttime outside in the country] 
Martin, Rob, and Mairi out in the dark, waiting for the Northern Lights. Rob asks 
her what she knows about the lights. She gets animated. Ever see them before? 
Many times, never the same. Can you imagine what people thought about them 
1000 years ago? 

Rob encouraging Mairi's 
curiosity and passion for 
the cosmos. 

38 1:30 [local Ceilidh gathering] 
Martin dancing most of the traditional dances, always looking for partners. Ends 
up dancing the Britannia Two Step with Rob and Mairi. 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLKYZ17_Gq8] 

Martin doing what he 
really enjoys. It's clear he 
feels alive when he is 
dancing. 

39 1:00 [Martin's church service] 
Rob and Martin and Gaelic in church while congregation sings: 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S3XDunMj2Y}  
 
Psalm 22: 

Martin can show kindness 
to Rob when Rob is 
vulnerable. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLKYZ17_Gq8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S3XDunMj2Y
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My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? Why art thou so far from helping 
me, and from the words of my roaring? O my God, I cry in the day time, but thou 
hearest not; and in the night season, and am not silent. 
 
Rob gets teary eyed, the experience finally allowing him to grieve his divorce. 
Martin notices, extends his upturned palm, Rob places his hand and they clasp 
hands in a gesture of comradery. 

40 2:00 [social gathering with music] 
Entire family. Skippinish's "Walking on the Waves" 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjilebmqJpg] is played. Rob instinctively 
starts 2-stepping in place [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtB11iTPfIw]. 
Brighid asks him what he's doing. Explains it as the Texas Two Step. Brighid asks 
him to teach her the step. He does. Martin takes notice. 

Rob is introducing 
something new to the 
family.  

41 1:30 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Martin having tea with daughter. She brings up how much time he and Rob are 
spending together and how nice that must be. Martin agrees.  
Daughter: Dad, we know. 
Martin: Know what? 
Daughter: Your feelings for Rob. 
Martin: What? (familiar defenses come up) 
Daughter: Dad, it's alright, its OK, everyone is OK with it. 
Martin: Everyone? Who's everyone? 
Daughter: Just our family. 
Martin: What? (worse nightmare is coming true) Who told you all this? Did Rob 
say something to you? (awkward silence - Martin looking betrayed) 
Daughter: No, it was the lad. 
Martin: Quinn? How? 
Daughter: Relays story. 
Martin: I've got to go. (leaves) 
 

Martin was living a fantasy 
that he could be with Rob 
and have no one noticed. 
Having to admit who he is 
is his greatest fear. His 
family is OK with who he is 
but he isn't. 

 40 minutes running time Reality has upset Martin's fantasy world.  

42 :30 [market] 
Rob and Martin shopping. Martin asks Rob if he could be alone with his family at 
the upcoming weekly dinner. Rob says sure, anything wrong? No, just need to 
clear some things up with them. 

Martin is in denial and is 
putting up defenses. 

43 1:15 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, no Rob. Awkward silence. Martin can't take it any longer. He 
brings up what daughter shared with him. Yes, I am fond of Rob but as a friend. 
Him showing up when he did has kept me occupied since your mother's death, 
which I'm grateful for. But we are just friends. He will eventually be going back 

Martin is in denial. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjilebmqJpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtB11iTPfIw
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to America so that will probably be the end of it. I respect your gift, Quinn, but I 
think this time your wires got crossed. We are just friends, so no more talk 
amongst yourselves about something that isn't there. 

44 :30 [Rob's accommodations] 
Martin shows up at Rob's place to pick him up for family weekly dinner the 
following week. Rob tells him his daughter had called him this afternoon, asking 
if he minded if they could have a private family dinner this week. Rob said sure. 
Rob asks, is something going on I don't know about? Martin says everything is 
fine, it's just that the daughter has a crazy idea in her head and she can't let it 
go. Stubborn she is. (he's used to these stubborn encounters, first with his wife 
and now with his daughter). "I'm expecting her to speak her mind." 

Brighid (and by extension 
the whole family) is not 
going to let Martin off the 
hook that easily. 

45 3:30 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, again without Rob. 
Daughter: So Dad, I wanted to follow up with what you shared with us a while 
back. I would like to hear from each person at this table. Quinn, why don't you 
start. 
Quinn: I know what I know. And what I felt is what I feel when Mum and Dad 
take my hands. That's what I know. 
Each person takes their turn. 
Martin is stunned, it is overwhelmingly supportive and positive but he is 
overwhelmed and not in a good way. Says he needs to leave now. 

Martin is struggling 
internally. 

46 2:00 [Rob's accommodation] 
Martin shows up unexpected. Asks if Rob can take a walk with him. Tells Rob 
about the family discussion. Rob listens. Martin confesses he has come to enjoy 
the time they spend together and how lucky he feels Rob came on the scene 
when he did. He admits he doesn't know if he's even capable of anything more. 
Confesses his head is pretty messed up right now. Asks Rob if they can stay 
friends. Rob confesses to be sorting things out from his divorce. Rob 
acknowledges they can stay friends. They shake on it. 
 

Martin can't wrap his head 
around his feelings for 
Rob. 

47 2:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Martin stops by. Shares with Brighid the conversation he had with Rob. They 
agreed they will remain friends, nothing more. Brighid doesn't completely buy 
it. Martin asks "what would your mother have said?" Brighid gets aggravated. 
Points out mother is gone, don't hide behind her. Martin points out "why would 
someone like Rob want anything to do with an old man like me?" Brighid 
answers "that's a question you might want to spend some time answering for 
yourself" and leaves to do laundry, leaving Martin to think about what she said. 
 

Martin is pulling out all the 
stops in trying to deny the 
obvious. 
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48 3:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, all 8. Someone (?) asks Mairi about her school work. She 
expresses concern about her chemistry class. Rob offers to help.  
Brighid: You know much about chemistry? 
Rob: Not much at all. 
Family members looked confused.  
Rob: Docendo discimus. 
Family members still look confused. 
Rob: Latin for "by teaching, we learn." Mairi is going to teach me chemistry. 
Everyone is still stunned. 
Martin: Are you sure Rob? 
Rob: Absolutely. That's how I design all my courses. This term each student 
picked a subject for a book chapter on the course topic. One student writes the 
first draft of their chapter, another student serves as 1st reviewer, looking for 
content issues, and a third student serves as the 2nd reviewer, looking for clarity 
and readability of the argument.  Another student, name drawn from a hat with 
all the students' names, serves as the overall editor, responsible for stitching the 
chapters together in a coherent argument. Our class time is more like an 
editorial board discussion. By the end of the term they will have a publishable 
book, which will be published by a print-on-demand publisher in Glasgow I've 
contracted with. 
Family is stunned. 
Iain:I love this man! (stands up and goes over to Rob and kisses him on the top 
of his head.) He's brilliant! You can't argue with Latin. 
Brighid: What do you think, Mairi? 
All look at Mairi. 
Mairi: (looks at Rob, Rob's eyes say "you'll do great.") Yes, I want to give it a try. 
(Rob looks pleased, rest of family still unsure). 
Rob: And you, young man. (looks Quinn) 
Quinn: What about me? 
Rob: Are you going to take me up on my offer to help you with your running? 
Malcomb: What's this? 
Rob: (Looks at Quinn, indicates he should explain to his dad) 
Quinn: Rob thinks I could play rugby if I work on my speed. You can't tackle what 
you can't catch. He offered to get some practice drills from the track coach and 
work with me after school to help me get faster.  
Malcomb: What do you think about that, lad? 
Quinn: (looks around at his family, somewhat shy). It's something I want to try, 
Dad, and Mum. Is that OK? 

Rob wants to invest in the 
family's future. 
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Moira: If it's alright with Rob, it's all right with me. (Malcomb indicates 
agreement) 
Brighid: (to Quinn) Did you ask Rob how much he is charging for his time? 
(Quinn looks concerned) And what about you, young lady? (to Mairi). Rob is an 
American professor, his time is valuable, and time is money, right Rob? 
(everyone laughs) 
 

49 2:30 [Martin's car] 
Rob and Martin at the track, waiting for Quinn to get out of school. Martin asks 
Rob if he can ask him a personal question. Rob makes a funny comment about 
"oh boy, here it comes." Martin looks uncomfortable in wanting to ask the 
question. Goes ahead.  
 
Martin: What happened to your marriage? 
Rob: I came to the conclusion he didn't love me. He thought he did, but he 

loved his idea of me: a husband, a provider, accomplished, someone to 
help him not feel so alone in the world, a decent enough looking guy, 
someone to share a home with. None of this is terrible. But it isn't me. And 
every time I let me out a bit, it was not well received. So it got to the point 
where I was tired of playing a part, the real me let me know he wanted to 
spread his wings before all of this is over, and my husband wanted back 
the man he married. Who never existed. Something had to give. 

Martin: What is his name, if I may ask? 
Rob: (chuckles). It's Marty. 
Martin: Marty? 
Rob: In all fairness, his full name is Sebastian Martin but he goes by Marty. 
Quinn appears at the track. 
Rob: I guess I have a thing for guys with that name. 
Martin: You have a thing for... 
Rob: That's a conversation for another time, Quinn is waiting for me. (gets 
out of car, camera on Martin thinking about what Rob just said) 
Rob: (appears back at car window) And if you happen to be curious about who 

the real me is, it has something to do with adventure. (walks off to the 
track, leaving Martin in the car) 

 
[running track] 
Coach, Quinn, and Rob on the track. No dialogue, coach giving direction. Martin 
in the car near the track. 
 

Rob, too, was in a 
marriage he felt he 
couldn't be his true self. It 
can happen in any 
marriage. 
 
Quinn and Rob are 
investing in Quinn's future. 
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50 1:30 [Martin's home] 
Mairi and Rob at dinner table, Mairi starting her first lesson with Rob. Martin 
listening in from the kitchen. She struggles, Rob is having fun with her. "Why is 
that important for me to learn?" Mairi doesn't know how to answer. She starts 
to laugh at her inability to answer such a fundamental question. Rob winks at 
Martin. 
 

Mairi and Rob are 
investing in Mairi's future. 

51 :30 [running track] 
A follow up scene with the coach, Quinn, and Rob, getting next level of training 
drills. This time Martin is near them but still on the sidelines. 
 

Quinn and Rob continue to 
invest their time and 
Martin is slowly getting 
more involved. 

52 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Mairi and Rob at dinner table. Mairi a bit more prepared. This time Martin is at 
the table with them and Brighid and Iain are within earshot. 
 

Mairi and Rob continue to 
invest their time and the 
rest of her family is 
interested as well. 

53 :30 [running track] 
3rd time at track Quinn and Rob and this time Martin is standing by Rob taking 
the run times while Rob yells encouragement to Quinn while Quinn runs around 
the track with a rugby ball in his hand. 
 

The investment is slowly 
paying off. 

54 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
3rd scene with Mairi and Rob at dinner table. Now Brighid and Iain are at the 
table listening in, along with Martin, as Mairi and Rob go through her lesson. 
She's getting it. Smiles all around. 
 

The investment is slowly 
paying off. 

55 6:00 [social gathering] 
Live band night (Skippinish) - entire family is there, Rob comes with Brighid's 
family. 
Iain steps up to mic after a song, reminds everyone that 15 years ago today in 
this hall, he and Brighid were married and 10, not 9, months later our gift from 
heaven arrived. And if there's one thing I have learned in the 15 years of being 
married to Brighid, there is no greater joy than...embarrassing her in public. So 
before I serenade her, I want to remind her I can't believe my luck that I fell in 
love with my best friend. 15 years ago we promised to give each other all of 
ourselves. But most days I can't keep up with how much of yourself you give to 
me and our family. I can't keep up, my love (in Gaelic) but I keep trying. And I 
won't stop until one of us is six feet under. (Brighid yells back "What a 
romantic!" and everyone laughs.) Iain cuts the laughter by singing loudly John 
Legend's "All of Me" without accompaniment 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=450p7goxZqg]. Snippets of Martin and 

Everything is crashing 
down on Martin, he can't 
hold it back any longer. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=450p7goxZqg
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Rob, Malcom and Moira, other couples. Iain struggles to sing, he's getting 
choked up. Finishes and big hugs. Attention goes back to band. They start up 

"About You Now" [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GILo8Nlaq-s] and 

Brighid is excited and goes over to Rob and asks if he will dance with her, she's 
been practicing her Texas 2-step. Rob agrees but only if she leads and he 
follows. Brighid is caught off guard but likes the challenge. Off they go and after 
a bit, she gets the hang of leading. Martin is observing everyone in his family 
enjoying themselves with Rob right in the mix with them. The lyrics of the song 
start to affect Martin unconsciously. He begins to look more and more 
uncomfortable with the feelings that are bubbling up inside of me. 3/4 of the 
way through the song he abruptly leaves to go outside as if something is 
happening to him. As the song crescendos, Martin is outside looking like it's 
difficult for him to breathe and then he grabs his chest. He gets himself to the 
hospital and he enters the Emergency Department just as the song ends.. 

 66 minutes running time   

56 1:00 [hospital room] 
Entire family surrounding Martin's bed, Rob in the background. It was just a 
panic attack. 

Martin's internal conflict is 
having a physical effect on 
him. 

57 1:00 [Martin's home] 
Rob knocks on Martin's front door and tells him he's definitely decided to leave 
Lewis after the term is over. "I can't help but think your panic attack has 
something to do with you and me. You don't need that kind of pressure, it 
doesn't do anyone any good." Martin doesn't say much, more like an 
acknowledgement. 

Martin and Rob may not 
come to be after all. 

58 3:00 
No dialogue, 

[Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Family dinner, all 8. Quiet, sadness around the table, apparently Rob has told 
everyone he will be leaving after the term is over. Brighid is giving Martin the 
evil eye. 

Rob has had a positive 
impact on Martin's family. 

59 just the song "I'm a Man [UHI classroom] 
Rob walks in with a shipping box. Starts to hand out copies of the class' book. 
Cheers all around. 

 

60 You Don't Meet Everyday" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oH0f0unhYxE 

[Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Brighid taking photo of Mairi and Rob on her phone, both holding up their "final 
exam" in the class Mairi was teaching Rob. Both earned "A." 

 

61  [running track] 
Quinn and Rob at the track, Quinn achieving a milestone (TBD) They celebrate. 

 

62 2:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Martin and Rob arriving at for weekly dinner. They walk in and the dinner table 
is decorated for an American Thanksgiving. Rob is shocked. Brighid: "What, 
you'd think we would pass up an opportunity for turkey, stuffing, cranberry 

Rob is beloved by Martin's 
family. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GILo8Nlaq-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oH0f0unhYxE
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sauce, and haggis?" Rob is very touched. Hugs Mairi and Quinn on either side of 
him. Lots of tears around the family. 

63 1:00 [Brighid & Iain MacKenzie's home] 
Martin and Brighid at kitchen sink later that evening, doing the dishes. Out of 
silence he begins to talk. 
 
"It feels like another death, like someone is dying, and this time it's me. And I 
know that it's the false Martin that is dying, not really me. But God, Brighid, it 
feels like I'm dying some days. I spent so many years trying to kill that man 
inside of me. What if I succeeded? What if there's no one there when I step out 
into the open? What if it feels like the empty house I walked into after I buried 
your mother? At least I know what it takes to be Fiona's  banntrach (widow). I 
don't know if I can take that chance." 
 
Brighid looks tenderly at him and touches his cheek and resumes doing the 
dishes. 
 

Martin is terrified that 
there is nothing of the real 
him left inside him.  
 
Brighid indicates that only 
he himself can come to 
this important conclusion. 
It's his decision to move 
forward or not. 

64 2:00 [Martin's car] 
Martin driving Rob home from the family Thanksgiving dinner. It's quiet in the 
car. Martin breaks the silence. "I have another question for you." Rob says go 
ahead.  
Martin: A few weeks ago, you said that the real you has something to do with 
adventure. What did you mean by that?  
Rob: (laughs) Let's think about it. What makes for an adventure? Going 
someplace unfamiliar, trying new things just because you want to, never 100% 
sure how things will turn out, pushing past all your fears about what could 
happen, what you might be called upon to do, doubting if you are up to the 
challenge should it come your way. To me, all of that is exciting but I know to a 
lot of people it's terrifying. But I've decided that's what's life is all about, what I 
had been missing from my life all those years I was married. Sometimes the 
hardest decision is more about taking a chance and seeing how it turns out, with 
no guarantees. Thanks for the ride, Martin, good night. 
Martin: (reflecting) Good night. 

Is Martin up for adventure 
at this stage in his life? 

65 6:00 [social gathering] 
Ceilidh that weekend. Skippinish song "The Island Intro" begins. Brighid asks 
Martin to dance with her. They do the Texas 2-step once the up tempo part of 
"The Island" starts. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIJIMFttccE] 1/4 of the 
way through the song, Malcolm interrupts them to cut in. Martin assumes 
Malcolm will be dancing with his sister. But no, Brighid stops dancing and let's 
Malcolm join Martin in dancing (they planned this to get Martin used to dancing 

Martin is ready to take a 
chance with Rob and the 
same for Rob. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIJIMFttccE
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with another man). Martin goes with the flow. 1/2 through song, Malcolm stops 
dancing where the family has gathered, feigning being out of breath. Entire 
family is looking at Rob and Martin. Martin looks at Rob and says "would you do 
me the honor?" and Rob replies "will it be an adventure?" and Martin nods yes. 
Rob: "Good answer." They clasp hands and start dancing around the dance 
floor. 
 

66 :30 [bed scene] 
Early morning, Rob lying in bed. Arm reaches over and spoons him. It's Martin. 

Rob and Martin are 
together. 

67 4:00 [computer screen] 
Screen is on the Scottish Rugby website and a letter. Voice of a young man 
begins to read the letter out loud (see "Tomorrow" at end of outline). It's an 
adult Quinn 15 years in the future.  
 
[Murrayfield} 
Towards the end of the reading, the scene changes to three individuals, Quinn in 
his rugby kit, in the middle of Rob and Martin, waiting to head out onto 
Murrayfield, him holding their hands. 

Quinn's dream has come 
true and Martin and Rob 
are there to celebrate with 
him. 

68 3:45 [Murrayfield] 
They begin to walk out onto the pitch. Mark Knopfler's "Piper to the End" 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y9IGELr5-I ] starts to play. The three 
walk across the field to line up with the rest of the team. Next shot is everyone 
singing "Flower of Scotland," next Rob and Martin saying goodbye to Quinn, and 
Rob leads Martin off the field, hand-in-hand, to where the rest of the family has 
been waiting in the wings. They all embrace, thrilled with the experience. Mairi 
is pregnant and her husband is part of the family. Martin breaks from a 
conversation with one of the family members and walks over to Rob. He takes 
Rob's face in his hands and with trembling hands, gives Rob a tender, long kiss 
and he begins to cry (tears of joy). Rob embraces him and comforts him, 
knowing how overwhelmed Martin is. Martin whispers in Rob's ear "we made 
it" and Rob replies "yes, we did" as they continue to embrace and the family 
rubs their backs. 

Rob and Martin have lived 
a full life and it has been 
an adventure that the 
whole family has 
experienced together. 
 
They made it to their finish 
line, not the finish line life 
would have otherwise 
given them. 

 86 minutes running time   

69  Credits roll to Peat & Diesel's cover of "Stornoway" 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efx_4YxLFRc] 

 

 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_y9IGELr5-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efx_4YxLFRc
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Tomorrow 
 
To our fans and supporters of Scottish Rugby, 
 
Tomorrow represents a number of firsts that shouldn’t go unnoticed. It's the first Eight Nations Championship with Scotland as an independent country, the first 
match of this year’s tournament, and my first match as captain of the Scottish team. Oh, and the English will be in town, eager to give us a good knock-about.  
 
I wanted to tell you that when you see me lead our team out onto the pitch tomorrow at Murrayfield, it won’t be with a young fan on my hand. It will be with 
two elderly gentlemen, one using a cane. I have asked permission from Scottish Rugby to escort out these two men who have been instrumental in getting me to 
where I am today. I was pleased to hear that Scottish Rugby plans on recognizing all the family, friends, coaches, and officials tomorrow who are part of the 
Scottish Rugby family to thank them for their sacrifice and support in helping young women and men experience their full potential as athletes and as 
individuals.  
 
These two gentlemen are my grandfathers, Martin Laidlaw and Robert Armstrong, one my father’s father and the other his husband. Sean Rab came into my life 
when I was eleven and from the very beginning taught me a very important lesson of looking at what I thought were my shortcomings and turning them into 
advantages. I remember confessing to him that I thought I was too small to play rugby. I’ll never forget him looking me straight in the eye and saying, “you can’t 
tackle what you can’t catch.” So should I be lucky enough tomorrow to break through the pack, headed to try with the English nipping at my heels, just know a 
tiny voice somewhere in this rugby brain of mine is saying “catch me if you can.”  
 
And it wasn’t just me who they sacrificed for. My cousin Mairi, who is like a sister to me, is finishing her PhD in Astrophysics at the University of Edinburgh. It was 
her parents and our grandfathers who made it possible for her to pursue her dreams since a young girl of studying the heavens. She will be in Murrayfield along 
with our parents tomorrow to cheer for two men who believed in her every step along her way. 
 
And they taught us much more. They taught me sacrifice when they set up a home for me at the rugby academy and took care of me as I struggled with the 
mental and physical demands of organized rugby. They taught us there’s a joy in hard work and discipline when you have a compelling goal stuck in your head. 
They taught us doubt is contagious and to stay away from those we could catch it from. They taught me what it means to be a man and a leader of men and the 
ultimate privilege it is to help others experience their full potential. They showed us how life can and should be an adventure every step of the way. And they 
taught us why family is where everything begins and ends.  
 
So I hope you can join me tomorrow in honoring these two gentlemen who exemplify for me what it means to be Scottish when it comes to family and what 
they sacrificed so I can be standing there, ready to give all I have to the lads, to all of you, and to our country. The boys and I are prepared to leave everything on 
the pitch, never forgetting our love for this game and you, our fans. We can’t wait to join our voices with yours to sing, “and sent him homeward, to think again.”  
 
‘S mise le meas,  (“Yours respectfully”) 
Quinn Laidlaw 


